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Thread: Primal for Women test reporting thread
mark-in-dallas - May 7, 2015, 7:53 pm

Ladies, please post your reviews in this thread.
Honeycake - May 10, 2015, 9:09 pm

5/10/15
Today was my first day beta testing Primal/Women. It was in the low 90s. I applied one dot to the
top of each of my hands and smooshed them together. I instantly got cops, but it didn't last long.
Then the fragrance morphed into something perfume like. As time went on I feel like I got a
powdery hint of something that may be honey and I also smelled some kind of fruit. The good news
is that the fruit didn't turn and it wasn't a prominent note.
I went shopping. At the last minute for mother's day and for Memorial Day. So I went to three
stores. My first hit was a woman about 40ish who came over to help me. She was standing about
10 feet away from me originally. She chatted with me for a while and called me sweetie and then
laid a bottle of sauce (I was buying) on its side in my cart because she said that it could fall down
through one of the slots and the glass may break. The next hit was a guy about 20ish, maybe
about 6 feet away. I was in the frozen foods section and he just looked up and said "Hello." all
chipper.
Then my final hit, which was my most embarrassing occurred at another grocery store. My mom
told me they had a good sale on ribs. Which they did not. I was in the checkout line and I asked the
checker about the sale. She was about 20ish. She handed me a sale paper and we started flipping
though the sale paper because the box of ribs did not ring up at the sale price. Then a bagger about
late teens came over and stood at the end of the register. He was staring at us, overheard what we
were looking for, and he started looking through the sale paper too. Then another checker about
late teens to early 20s came over and she she just kind of stood there staring at me. Finally, my
checker called to the manager who was passing by and asked him whether or not the ribs were on
sale. He stopped and grabbed a sale paper and flipped through it. The 2nd checker then asked me
"If I had found it." Then the manager asked me something about whether I was confused about the
type of ribs that may have been on sale i.e. if they were riblets, country style, rib ends, baby back
etc. Was this the one day sale that went off yesterday or the weekly special?" I looked up and my
mind went blank. They were all staring at me- the two checkers, the bagger, and the manager
waiting for me to answer. I was so confused and embarrassed I just paid for the box I had. Now I
can laugh but at the time it tripped me out because they were staring at me so intently and acting
like discovering the price of a box of ribs was the most important thing in the world at that moment.
NuTrix - May 11, 2015, 2:03 pm

05/10 a.m. from the women's section:
I got a full 10ml bottle!
I don't get a fragrance. I don't get "the aroma" of cops and I never really thought a-nol had much of
a smell to begin with. I barely dabbed a bit on, as I plan to shower soon, but once on my skin, all I
smell is skin. It will be incredibly easy to cover. My bottle doesn't mention anything about a fragrance
- so I'm going with unscented here...

I use a-nol often and have a tolerance now - sadly - but even though the selfies aren't as
pronounced on me, I know the a-nol is a pretty good dose because I'm getting that poke/pressure in
my sinus' that I do from things with high a-nol. (i.e. - Love Potion Woozy Floozy - DAYUM!) So I'm
sure the effects on others will be noticeable rather quickly
It's in oil - which I LOVE!
1 of my VERY first products was Primal Instinct from Love Scent, and was one of the first products
that sold me on the reality that pheromones really DO do something a "little extra". So I am really
happy to be trialing this The site doesn't offer a suggested dose, just to wear or add to whatever
makes you happy So I think I will pair it with a nommalicious scent and run with it. I may have to dig
back in the beginning of my journal for a dose - but I'll start with 2 or 3 drops and see where things
go from there
Did I mention - I love new toys!?!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------05/10 the day's testing
I'm used to products with multiple molecules, but that doesn't discount the fact that a basic mix like
this still garners deference, attention and easily noticeable hits
I WILL say, I was expecting this to be fairly subtle, low key and on the stealthy side... That'll learn
me!
3 drops spread between inner elbows and just a smidge to the back of my neck
Environment: Home
Target: Man beast
He was effected rather quickly, very handsy and affectionate before I left for work.
When I came home from work he "tended" me, offering food and drink...then a back rub - which
lead to a front rub, which lead to the rubbing and kissing and licking of many other things with much
fervor. Er? SCORE!
Environment: Work
Target: Random co-workers
Female, 50s, very complimentary, intense eye contact and very interested and focused on our
conversations
Male, 50s, came in a bit grumpy but was in a much more jovial mood within half an hour
(intermittent exposure)
Male, 30s, we have a semi communication barrier - we each speak very little of the other's
language - but just enough to communicate in a randomly poor but fun stutter LOL. He was very set
on us having conversation and small talk - I think we did pretty good! He was very big smiles and
happy - and did I see? Moon Eyes!? LOL Yup.
Male, 30s, I dare say - peacocking! Not terribly arrogant so much as "look at me, I'm competent"
and also buttered me up about how he knows my department is in good hands while I'm there lol.
Other randoms, male and female, 20s-40s, complimentary and smiles and eager to help and happy
to see me.
All in all a good day that just got even better after I got back home...so far so good ^_~
Never underestimate ANYTHING. Primal for Women is off to a good start so far
OU812 - May 11, 2015, 6:26 pm

The world would be a much better place if there were more people like NuTrix in it - although I don't
know you - your post was outstanding!! Thx!
Snoopyace - May 11, 2015, 6:29 pm

(05-11-2015 1:26 PM)OU812 Wrote: &nbsp;The world would be a much better place if there were
more people like NuTrix in it - although I don't know you - your post was outstanding!! Thx!
I agree, she seems pretty awesome doesn't she?
AlternativeGirl - May 13, 2015, 3:12 pm

Wednesday May 13th, 2015
I got my bottle of Primal Women yesterday in the mail. Thanks, Mark!!!
It is a very full, sealed bottle. Under the product name it states: Pure Androstenol + Copulins...
Distributed by Love-Scent.com
I unscrewed the cap and thereby broke the safety seal. Underneath was a little fixture to dab drops
on to the skin.
I'm going to start with one dab today and report back.
I'll be recording observations in a journal and transcribing them here tomorrow morning.
Honeycake - May 14, 2015, 6:25 am

5/14/15
It was very hot today. I wore one dot to the tops of each hand. The two major hits occurred when I
went to the mall to pick up some makeup. I forgot what time they opened and I had to wait with
several people outside of the doors. I was in a bit of a rush, but I noticed that a woman next to me
about 50-60ish could not stop talking to me. We were pretty close to one another maybe 2 feet a
part. We exchanged pleasantries at first. Then she went on and told me about how she was retired.
Then she talked about the weather here and the weather in Texas. Just small talk. Then she started
looking around the parking lot and started commenting on everything she saw - just about. The
flowers - the buildings in the distance. It was so funny. She would stop talking and then just start
babbling all over again. The same thing happened at the makeup counter. I was kind of upset
because I had been waiting for a good while for someone to come to the counter, but when a clerk
eventually came over to help me - she was overly apologetic.
AlternativeGirl - May 14, 2015, 2:03 pm

Yesterday at about 10:30 I applied one dab of Primal Women to the back of my hand. The amount
was about the size of a dime and when I rubbed it around with the back of my other hand it covered
a surface area about the size of a half dollar. I then applied a sweet vanilla perfume with light notes
of some fruit like peach to the underside of my wrists, got out of my car and proceeded to get a
sandwich. I know when I wear a lot of 'nol on an empty stomach I've gotten woozy, but I didn't feel
woozy at all walking to the sandwich shop from my car. I felt confident and smooth and sexy. It didn't
hurt that I was wearing my favorite dress...
I got to the sandwich shop and it was dead quiet in there except for the song "Killer Queen" playing
softly. The sandwich guy seemed shy. So, I didn't get any over the top social hits from him. But, I got
my sandwich. I walked over to the pier plaza where there are tables and chairs. It was really windy,
so I'd be surprised if the 'mones actually hit anyone, but I did notice that guys were watching me as I
sat down at a table and watched the waves as I ate. As I walked back to my car, it seemed guys
were intentionally walking closer to me, but more testing is really in order before any correlation can
be concluded.

I was driving down residential streets very slowly with the windows down (so as to not pherobomb
myself) and as I passed within a few feet of a pedestrian he shouted to me to be aware that there
were cops off to the side looking to pull people over. Random and considerate.
I went to a shop to look for a handbag. I found some black vinyl pumps in my size on sale for ten
bucks which is a steal. I was rung up by a nice, older Asian lady. She was pleasant. Offered me a
discount, so I ended up getting the shoes for 9. She commented that I was very pleasant. I thanked
her. I was being very upbeat. Could be the 'nol...
Around 11:15 I went on a call for work. I saw some clients that I see a few times a month. With most
clients I drop something off and I'm gone less than five minutes later. These clients are older (a gay
man and his lady caretaker) and have always been friendly, so it's hard to gauge if any of this was
pheromone related... they were very talkative... as was I. They were exceptionally attentive to every
move I made. It was pronounced. If I moved my hands or arms they were asking if I needed to set
anything down or needed any help. I set down my things, and we talked for a bit. They wanted to
talk quite a bit. They eventually showed me around their lovely home, had me rub their Buddha
which was novel, and said I should come over for dinner some time. After I was there about fifteen
or twenty minutes I thanked them and said I was going to go, but they were still wanting to talk to me
They continued to show me things that they were working on and I continued with the pleasant
banter. As I finally was leaving they were asking again about dinner some time and were attentively
asking whether I am vegan or just vegetarian and the sorts of food which I like. They are normally
pleasant, but this was markedly so.
After that I went and ran a few errands. I didn't reapply. I went on another call for work. The younger
guy I had never met before was very smiley and pleasant. Nothing over the top though.
I saw another female client that I've met several times. We are always very chatty though
I went home around 6:30, and my husband was busy with his on-line schooling. He works full time
and is going to school on-line full time, so during some days he is very busy. I made dinner. No
pronounced hits eight hours later.
More testing is in order
I'm trying to decided if I should take days off in between...
Today wouldn't be a bad day for testing...
Tomorrow night I'm going to a rock show
mark-in-dallas - May 14, 2015, 2:18 pm

So I guess we can assume the Nol in Primal for Women is Alpha Androstenol?
Did you get upset because that older guy and the caretaker just wanted to keep talking to you?
Why would you get upset because somebody was interested in taking to you, I mean really, that
shouldn't make you upset and you should be happy that they did want to talk to you. BTW, you did
talk back to them didn't you? Because if they were putting forth that much effort in talking to you I
hope that you were reciprocating in kind.
NuTrix - May 16, 2015, 4:30 am

(05-11-2015 1:26 PM)OU812 Wrote: &nbsp;The world would be a much better place if there were
more people like NuTrix in it - although I don't know you - your post was outstanding!! Thx!

(05-11-2015 1:29 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I agree, she seems pretty awesome doesn't she?
Shucks fellas...knock it off - and thanks
05/12
3 drops, inside elbows
Environment: Home
Target: Man Beast
I got a very good late morning and I thank you very much...
The whole day was light and playful and later that evening he asked for "one of my exceptional
hand jobs" which he actually hasn't requested in quite some time - and seeing as he took such good
care of me earlier I was only too happy to return the favor This is great for home so far...
05/15
4 drops (accidently let an extra escape!) inside elbows and between boobs
Environment: Work
Targets: Random co-workers (20s to 50s)
I was thinking - and keep thinking - Do I want to wear something so plain today? I need to STOP
that. Maybe I was the extra drop? I can't say for sure without re-trialing, but DAYUM. First off, today
was an incredible cluster. Understaffed and overstretched and very reactive, as in, winging it. I was
completely calm, oddly. Things have been getting crazier and if you can't manage stress
constructively - then this is NOT the work environment for you! I was able to pass that calm vibe
onto others so that we could all collectively take a deep breath and "get on with it". I got a profuse
apology from my manager for the state of things and I assured him that everything would be taken
care of, laid out my plan and told him there were no worries. He kept telling me if I needed anything
to call him and then I had to shoo him out to his next appointment so we could get down to business
^_^ Interestingly, everyone was very accommodating and there was no argument or grumbling from
anyone. The people I worked most closely with were incredibly attentive and complimentary. A few
people that I don't see often were all smiles when I interacted with them. When I requested people
form another department for a few hours, the guy was only to happy to offer up volunteers - and
when they arrived they were really great - attentive and did exactly what was needed.
Sadly it was a busy day and while I ran into ZERO resistance on all things I didn't get to observe
nearly as much as I would have liked.
A good friend who is normally affectionate and flirty was on overdrive when I saw him in the
evening, THAT was definitely a hit
Now work is over and I'm settled in at home and wondering if there's anything left to effect man
beast...hehe...
Honeycake - May 17, 2015, 6:16 pm

Wow, NuTrix!
I wore 4 dots too, but got dramatically different results. LOL!

I wore 4 dots on Friday. To the tops of my hands and the insides of my wrists. My biggest hit came
from a 2 year old. She and her mom were in front of me when I was buying lunch. Her mom was
kind of stand offish, but the little girl was fascinated by me. I didn't notice her at first and she jumped
right in front of me giggling and shouted Hi! while waving her hands in my face. Then when I moved
up to get my takeout order she used her arm to wave me forward and told me to "come on". It was
so adorable and cute.
Adults on the other hand were not so nice. When I paid for my takeout the cashier (20s woman)
slammed my money on the counter. No eye contact, she ignored my greeting. When I went to go
pick up a prescription for my mom- same thing. Mid 30s pharmacist, she took the insurance card

and slammed it on the counter. No eye contact. Very short and abrupt. I had an odd hit from a guy
about 20ish when I was paying for my hair products at a different store. He was passing out flyers
for a business and he gave all the women working there one and when he came to me he hesitated
and then said "I may as well give you one too." WTF?? Then walked off.
I am not sure what kind of vibe I am giving off, but I think I OD'd. Not ghosted, but OD'd.
NuTrix - May 18, 2015, 2:35 pm

Dots? Oh no! Not dots, I'm not dabbing it on, I'm holding the bottle upside down and patiently
waiting for the DROP to fall out - so my last test was 4 DROPS, not dots
I DID think I could get a drop out of it by dabbing the first time I applied but that was disappointing,
waiting on the drop was much more efficient for me in application and to be able to measure how
much.
05/16
I totally cheated. I wore this in conjunction with Grail of Affection because I wanted to see how it
changed the reaction to GoA
Muhahaaaa - it was a lovely compliment...
2 drops split between the backs of my hands (3 drops GoA inside elbows. It definitely added to the
GoA effect.)
Environment: Out with a friend for dinner and drinks
Targets: random people in an Irish pub, with live music
Waiter, 30s, got a ridiculous grin for "no apparent reason" every time he came to the table to tend
us and BLUSHED profusely every time he made eye contact with me - so much so that he had to
look away EVERY TIME BWAHAHAAAA!
Lots of 20-30 something's and up sprinkled throughout. It was too loud to carry on a lot of
conversation outside of the normal chit-chat - "Hi, what are you having? Do you come here often? I
don't remember seeing you here before." Had a guy come to order a drink from the bar and put an
arm behind me and leaned in to join my friend and I's convo - very playful, friendly and fun - not
creepy at all, lol. A couple, 40s, were very into us for almost a half hour.
To be fair, it was crowded and loud and not terribly conducive to great conversation but there were
a lot of admiring looks and a few fun interactions.
I know this isn't an "official" Primal for Her review because of the cheat but it WAS a fun night and I
think the addition of Primal made things more interesting so I thought I'd add it in here
Hope that's ok?
AlternativeGirl - May 19, 2015, 12:10 am

Yes, I was responding in kind I love talking to nice people but you know that!
I took Thursday off from testing. I didn't have much going on Thursday or Friday. Friday night
however I did get all dolled up and went to a psychobilly show in Santa Ana. At 8:30 I applied
approximately 3 dabs because I was wanting to apply two but wasn't sure if I got much on the first
dab. I then purposely left my bottle at the hotel room so I would not reapply whilst drinking. I also
wore Loverdose by Diesel
Self effects felt a little jittery like alpha androstenol when I haven't eaten much. I also was feeling so
confident in my fishnet stockings and all.
I felt talkative and empathetic
More testing will be required to tell what effects it has on my husband

At the restaurant/ concert venue/ bar I got weird service initially. Both the bouncer and the male
server acted almost nervous. This was around 9:30.
At 10:30 I got in line for the ladies room and I was staring off watching the mosh pit and listening to
an opening band. The chick in front of me struck up a conversation and was asking my opinions and
wanted me to wait for her and go watch the band with her. I was chilling at a booth with my husband
so I declined, but I'm sure she would've came with me and hung out if I'd thrown it out there. The
really smoking hot chick behind me also struck up a convo.
Other than that not much else to report other than I had an awesome time talking with my husband,
people were really nice and deferring to us. A few other people struck up conversations with us and
wanted our approval
We went back to the hotel around two and went to sleep.
More testing in order for sure
BeautifulEnigma - May 19, 2015, 6:51 am

5/18
Here it is! My very first beta-testing review. Please be nice, vets!
First off, I wanna say thanks to Mark and Love Scent for the opportunity to beta-test this product.
So today I had school, and since my class wasn't till a bit later than the time USPS usually delivers
mail, I checked my mailbox before heading out, but nada.
I'm not kidding, but I kept thinking about the package the whole time I was gone lol When I got
home, I checked it again... and...
VOILA!! I finally got my shipment today! Yeaaaah! So I quickly went back in, ripped the package
open, and revealed a glorious 10 mL blue cobalt bottle of Primal Women (see attached photo ). I
twisted the cap off to get a whiff and determine if I'm gonna need to cover it with a scent. The smell
was subtle... you could smell the pheromones, but not pungent. Since I'm fairly new to mones I still
have yet to gain experience on identifying the scent of each pheromone, with the exception of cops
;). Overall, though, I'm happy about the scent since it's hardly noticeable (for me at least) and I can
cover it with any cologne/perfume if I wish to.
Out of excitement, I put on 2 drops-- one on each wrist and rubbed my wrists on the side of my
neck. As far as self effects go, the only thing I noticed was that I had this strong urge to be
productive. I started working on things that I've been putting off for about an hour or so. Now I'm not
sure if I should attribute this to the product, the coffee I had 3 hours prior, or my type A personality.
After finishing all my tasks, though, I figured, I should head out to the gym since that was where I
originally intended on doing my first test run.
I'll have to state here that I tend to be oblivious when someone is checking me out or hitting on me,
and am more likely to only realize it when I have a friend with me to tell me or they're outright asking
for my number or jumping on me (with girls), but I was extra watchful this time, whilst trying my best
to be subtle about it. Haha
Throughout my workout session, I was noticing that several guys were giving me second looks,
although they were not extremely blatant. One girl, however, was slightly more blatant than the
guys. I was standing by the mirrors preparing to do pushups (today was chest/triceps day ) while
she was using the leg extension machine. I noticed as I was looking at her reflection in the mirror

that she kept glancing at me. I thought to myself, though, that maybe she's just seeing what workout
I'm doing so she could do it too. I also tend to have people look at me when I workout, especially
when I was religiously lifting weights and following this workout program, so a part of me was
wondering if it was the mones or just one of those days.
The most obvious hit though was when I was on my 2nd to the last exercise---standing dumbbell
triceps extensions. As always, I was facing the mirror and focusing on the workout (lol!), when I
noticed a guy using a leg machine looking at me. Next thing I know, he was standing about 6 ft to
my left and doing the same tricep workout I was doing, as he was glancing at me. Even in between
sets he was glancing. Thank God he wasn't hardcore staring, cause I would have been super
uncomfortable while I'm grimacing during my sets. Anyway, he did like 2 sets, and went back to sit
on one of the leg machines, while intermittently glancing at me. After I did my sets, I moved on to
the tricep pull down machine and started doing my sets. Well..next thing I knew, the guy looked over
and moved to the other tricep pull down machine and started doing the same exact workout... I
would have given him the benefit of the doubt that he might have just scheduled himself to do chest
and triceps today if he wasn't jumping from one leg machine doing one set of not many reps and
glancing and moving to another random machine and looking. ANOTHER giveaway was that his
form while doing the tricep pull downs were so off. Had his form been right AND not looking every
5-10 seconds, I may not have noticed it, but that wasn't the case. Another giveaway was that he
would keep looking in between his sets, stop when I stop doing my reps, and start again when I start
doing another set. Now I tend to be competitive, so it started bugging me when the dude starting
letting the rope go, causing a loud slamming noise after each set (even when his form was wrong )
and glancing at me. I take it this is how some guys demonstrate that they've been lifting heavy and
tell people "hey! I'm a manly man!" and get attention. So I made it a point not to look haha.
Anyway, this concludes my gym sesh and first testing of Primal Women. I still have yet to determine
if today's experience was a placebo or it was truly the mones, but so far it's looking pretty good and
effective.
Will keep you all posted.
mark-in-dallas - May 19, 2015, 11:19 am

(05-19-2015 1:51 AM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;it started bugging me when the dude starting
letting the rope go, causing a loud slamming noise after each set (even when his form was wrong )
and glancing at me. I take it this is how some guys demonstrate that they've been lifting heavy and
tell people "hey! I'm a manly man!" and get attention. So I made it a point not to look haha.
LMAO. I am MAN hear me ROAR!!!
BeautifulEnigma - May 19, 2015, 5:22 pm

(05-19-2015 6:19 AM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;LMAO. I am MAN hear me ROAR!!!
Eeeexactly. lmao
NuTrix - May 20, 2015, 5:20 am

Great report Beautiful! More fun to come I'm sure....
05/18
3 drops spread between inner elbows
Environment: Home & Work
Targets: Man Beast and Random workers
This is the first time wearing it that I got a noticeable mood boost myself.
Home: Man was handsy and naughty, hehe. Got me a lil' som'in, som'in before work ^_~ Cops have
always made us BOTH horny...
Work: Maybe it didn't help that I was already frisky-fied before going in, but the people I work with

were particularly playful and complimentary. There were people working in the area on new
equipment and most of them I hadn't met before. They were hunting me down to ask me questions
that I'm sure they could have gotten the answers for from someone else...If I didn't know any better,
I'd say the one guy (Asian, late 20s) was using the questions as a conversation excuse because he
keep making small talk about other things and was all BIG smiles. There was also a noticable bit of
peacocking going on.
There were 2 guys that I've worked with before (both white, mid to late 40s and 50 something?) that
just lit up when they found out I would be available to answer any questions they might have.
Another guy (Indian, mid 30s?) would keep "turning up" to ask questions. He would just wait for me
to notice him instead of just coming up to me. It was actually really cute, I started to watch for him so
I wouldn't leave him standing around forever LOL.
Regular co-worker (Puerto Rican, late 30s) was acting all "crushing" around me, laughing and - yes
- blushing!
Regular co-worker (Black, late 40s) he and I are always sweet to each other and he always has
compliments and big smiles for me so hard to say - hit or not? Hmm...
This is an equal opportunity man hitter of all ages and all ethnic backgrounds
Good day...good day... Yeah, I can see that using this solo or to spruce things up will be a reliable
pick, imho.
BeautifulEnigma - May 20, 2015, 5:13 pm

Thanks, NuTrix! Likewise.
5/19: So I decided on one drop spread between bilateral wrists and throat area before my class. Ive
been showing up 30 minutes before class starts (yep. I'm one of those students lol), and had to wait
outside the class room for the teacher to arrive. As I was waiting, a youngish guy (probably late
teens?) Who talked to me about the class yesterday asked how he can add for the class, so I
helped him out. I figured it might have been just a follow up from yesterday since I was the one he
asked prior to this day. At the same time wondering if it's the phero.
Anyway, when the teacher arrived, I sat in my seat, a girl I thought I went to hs with sits next to me
(background: I didn't have the product on the day before and when I approached her to ask if we
went to school with her, she kinda seemed to feel awkward (I tried on a bit of ammo summer lol that
day) and was like "yeah, I think so..anyway, see ya! (Awwwwwkward!!!) But today she sits right next
to me, so I figured she wanted to sit next to me so I said "sup!" And she was like "I remember you
now!! I mistook you for another girl from our class!" Then we proceeded to talking about how sucky
our hs was and how I didn't like it blah blah blah. Whag I noticed was i found it almost too difficult to
stop chattering away even when the teacher was starting to take roll, which is unlike me as of late.
While I was talking to her a girl sitting behind her tapped me on the shoulders and asked something
about the class, and so did another girl sitting behind me. After the class ended, the same girl sitting
behind my former classmate from hs was all smiley with me and was making small talk and people
seemed all smiles that day. I also felt extra confident for some reason, sitting in my seat with a more
open body language than my usual and felt a general laid back confidence. It was to the point
where I caught myself and had to sit up and lean forward as I didn't want the professor think of me
as being overly confident to the point of cockiness. It wasn't necessarily a bad thing; just something I
had to be more cognizant of.
Overall I'm sensing a social and subtle attraction effect from this formula... it's becoming obvious
that the androstenol ratio in comparison to cops is higher. Which I like cause I don't always wanna
be seen as sexually attractive, sometimes I just want my friendly personality to be more pronounced.

Today 5/20 I'm going for a drop as well and see how class today goes. Will keep you all posted!

Note: this is the first time I've used an oil phero product...so last night I was reading something
about using an oil product and how to get an adequate "drop." I realized I should have been holding
up the dropper over my finger/hand/intended app point 45 degrees and waiting for a drop to come
out. The first two times I tested it (5/18 and 5/19), I was holding the pad of my index finger against
the bottle opening and then turning the bottle upside down, which may have given me only about 1/3
to 1/2 of a drop. With that being said... seeing as the results I've seen so far, I could say that this
stuff is pretty potent.
NuTrix - May 21, 2015, 12:52 pm

BeautifulEnigma's post reminded me of a tid-bit of information that I should probably give.
I wear oils almost all the time because they last so long and I tend to wear larger doses. One of the
reasons for this is because I often test at work.
I work in a controlled temperature environment and I am usually under at least 2 layers of uniforms.
There is NOTHING figure flattering about these uniforms either so all the playful and/or flirty
reactions are personality based, particularly for new people who have not seen me outside the
confines of the work environment. For the longest time I was wearing my mones mainly on my torso
or between my boobs with a smidge behind each ear or the back of my neck, but I'm finding now
that the inner elbow is working very well also.
So maybe as people are reading my reviews, keep in mind, for my examples of work, if the dose
seems high, it may only be necessary to wear - say maybe 2 drops instead of 3 - or like the day I
oopsied 4 drops and still had great results - if you won't be under similar circumstances.
I wear a higher dose if I'm going to be out and about where it will defuse more quickly in the open,
or on a humid day as well, particularly now that the weather is getting nice here and I'll be out and
about more...
BeautifulEnigma - May 22, 2015, 1:58 am

5/20
So this day I went to my usual morning class wearing ONE FULL DROP spread between my wrists
and sides of my neck. Self effects, still subtle at least in my opinion, but it might be because I'm
used to being caffeinated and hyper. It becomes more pronounced, though, when I start interacting
with people. I was aware of the possible effects of the mone contents in Primal Women, but I still
had a hard time controlling myself from being overly chatty lol. Today the professor had us go into
partners and groups and do activities, and for some reason I felt like everything was exciting and
fun, and everything and everyone was great! Almost to the point where I felt like a super nerd for
being overly enthused talking about first aid. LOL! What i noticed in other people today was that they
also couldnt stop talking. Everyone was engaged in class, especially the ones i was sitting close to.
This one girl to my right laughed out loud literally at everything the teacher said. And the guy next to
her kept raising his hand. The teacher kept making eye contact with me (which was awkward but
hey, it's a hit in its own merit), he also laughed and joked about the stuff i said in class, although I've
had people crack up to stuff I say moneless, but this time it was more pronounced.
After class I went to the mall to claim a coupon for free products at bath and body works. So I was
there, walking around, trying to find a scent that wouldnt make me faint from all the fruitiness or
sweetness. I kid you not, I had practically everyone working in the store surrounding me trying to
help me find a fragrance. Almost kinda like I'd get approached by one girl and i tell her what I'm
looking for, then she asks another girl, so another girl comes up to us, and another employee comes
up to help. I got so overwhelmed with the suggestions that they were throwing at me I ended up

getting the last scent they suggested only to realize when i got home that it was too sweet for my
taste. I might have to get a men's scent from there. I was getting nauseated from all the women's
scents. lol
One thing though, is that I had a terrrrible crash towards the late afternoon. It could have been due
to me waking up at 4:30am with 4 hrs of sleep to go to the gym to workout before class, but I don't
remember feeling that tired in ages, not even working 12 hour shifts as a night shift nurse. I read
somewhere in this forum that crashes from mone use tends to be more harsh for someone newly
exposed to them, so I take it I would need to keep using it to desensitize myself to it, yes? I might
need to save my testing for days when I know I wouldn't be doing too much productive work later in
the day. either THAT or stock up on double shot espressos.
Regardless of these side effects though, I still find them to be a positive thing cause I can confirm
that they work. WOOHOO!
kimosabe - May 22, 2015, 2:23 am

I find crashes also happen with prior fatigue, such as lack of sleep like you experienced. Great
report!
Honeycake - May 23, 2015, 4:38 pm

Hi Beautiful Enigma,
Never seen you around before. Nice report. I haven't had a chance to wear it again... I will soon,
but I noticed that it does tend to make people pay you more attention - if you will.
I am trying to figure out if this is more social or social-sexual. As you stated in your report that
women tend to be attentive to you as well.
I always wonder what people are thinking though when they look at you like that...I am always
hoping it something nice because it can be unnerving. Especially if you are being nice/friendly and
they are still staring.

(05-19-2015 1:51 AM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;5/18
Here it is! My very first beta-testing review. Please be nice, vets!
First off, I wanna say thanks to Mark and Love Scent for the opportunity to beta-test this product.
So today I had school, and since my class wasn't till a bit later than the time USPS usually delivers
mail, I checked my mailbox before heading out, but nada.
I'm not kidding, but I kept thinking about the package the whole time I was gone lol When I got
home, I checked it again... and...
VOILA!! I finally got my shipment today! Yeaaaah! So I quickly went back in, ripped the package
open, and revealed a glorious 10 mL blue cobalt bottle of Primal Women (see attached photo ). I
twisted the cap off to get a whiff and determine if I'm gonna need to cover it with a scent. The smell
was subtle... you could smell the pheromones, but not pungent. Since I'm fairly new to mones I still
have yet to gain experience on identifying the scent of each pheromone, with the exception of cops
;). Overall, though, I'm happy about the scent since it's hardly noticeable (for me at least) and I can
cover it with any cologne/perfume if I wish to.
Out of excitement, I put on 2 drops-- one on each wrist and rubbed my wrists on the side of my

neck. As far as self effects go, the only thing I noticed was that I had this strong urge to be
productive. I started working on things that I've been putting off for about an hour or so. Now I'm not
sure if I should attribute this to the product, the coffee I had 3 hours prior, or my type A personality.
After finishing all my tasks, though, I figured, I should head out to the gym since that was where I
originally intended on doing my first test run.
I'll have to state here that I tend to be oblivious when someone is checking me out or hitting on me,
and am more likely to only realize it when I have a friend with me to tell me or they're outright asking
for my number or jumping on me (with girls), but I was extra watchful this time, whilst trying my best
to be subtle about it. Haha
Throughout my workout session, I was noticing that several guys were giving me second looks,
although they were not extremely blatant. One girl, however, was slightly more blatant than the
guys. I was standing by the mirrors preparing to do pushups (today was chest/triceps day ) while
she was using the leg extension machine. I noticed as I was looking at her reflection in the mirror
that she kept glancing at me. I thought to myself, though, that maybe she's just seeing what workout
I'm doing so she could do it too. I also tend to have people look at me when I workout, especially
when I was religiously lifting weights and following this workout program, so a part of me was
wondering if it was the mones or just one of those days.
The most obvious hit though was when I was on my 2nd to the last exercise---standing dumbbell
triceps extensions. As always, I was facing the mirror and focusing on the workout (lol!), when I
noticed a guy using a leg machine looking at me. Next thing I know, he was standing about 6 ft to
my left and doing the same tricep workout I was doing, as he was glancing at me. Even in between
sets he was glancing. Thank God he wasn't hardcore staring, cause I would have been super
uncomfortable while I'm grimacing during my sets. Anyway, he did like 2 sets, and went back to sit
on one of the leg machines, while intermittently glancing at me. After I did my sets, I moved on to
the tricep pull down machine and started doing my sets. Well..next thing I knew, the guy looked over
and moved to the other tricep pull down machine and started doing the same exact workout... I
would have given him the benefit of the doubt that he might have just scheduled himself to do chest
and triceps today if he wasn't jumping from one leg machine doing one set of not many reps and
glancing and moving to another random machine and looking. ANOTHER giveaway was that his
form while doing the tricep pull downs were so off. Had his form been right AND not looking every
5-10 seconds, I may not have noticed it, but that wasn't the case. Another giveaway was that he
would keep looking in between his sets, stop when I stop doing my reps, and start again when I start
doing another set. Now I tend to be competitive, so it started bugging me when the dude starting
letting the rope go, causing a loud slamming noise after each set (even when his form was wrong )
and glancing at me. I take it this is how some guys demonstrate that they've been lifting heavy and
tell people "hey! I'm a manly man!" and get attention. So I made it a point not to look haha.
Anyway, this concludes my gym sesh and first testing of Primal Women. I still have yet to determine
if today's experience was a placebo or it was truly the mones, but so far it's looking pretty good and
effective.
Will keep you all posted.
Honeycake - May 23, 2015, 4:42 pm

You slatherer you! LOL!
I have to be careful for some reason with application. Cops blends make peeps go insane around
me and even when I was experimenting with A or B nol heavy blends like Lace, Gocha, Sexology they turned out to be duds or inconsistent. I guess I have an interesting body chemistry.

I may try a drop just for the heck of it.

(05-18-2015 9:35 AM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp;
Dots? Oh no! Not dots, I'm not dabbing it on, I'm holding the bottle upside down and patiently
waiting for the DROP to fall out - so my last test was 4 DROPS, not dots
I DID think I could get a drop out of it by dabbing the first time I applied but that was disappointing,
waiting on the drop was much more efficient for me in application and to be able to measure how
much.
05/16
I totally cheated. I wore this in conjunction with Grail of Affection because I wanted to see how it
changed the reaction to GoA
Muhahaaaa - it was a lovely compliment...
2 drops split between the backs of my hands (3 drops GoA inside elbows. It definitely added to the
GoA effect.)
Environment: Out with a friend for dinner and drinks
Targets: random people in an Irish pub, with live music
Waiter, 30s, got a ridiculous grin for "no apparent reason" every time he came to the table to tend
us and BLUSHED profusely every time he made eye contact with me - so much so that he had to
look away EVERY TIME BWAHAHAAAA!
Lots of 20-30 something's and up sprinkled throughout. It was too loud to carry on a lot of
conversation outside of the normal chit-chat - "Hi, what are you having? Do you come here often? I
don't remember seeing you here before." Had a guy come to order a drink from the bar and put an
arm behind me and leaned in to join my friend and I's convo - very playful, friendly and fun - not
creepy at all, lol. A couple, 40s, were very into us for almost a half hour.
To be fair, it was crowded and loud and not terribly conducive to great conversation but there were
a lot of admiring looks and a few fun interactions.
I know this isn't an "official" Primal for Her review because of the cheat but it WAS a fun night and I
think the addition of Primal made things more interesting so I thought I'd add it in here
Hope that's ok?
Honeycake - May 23, 2015, 4:48 pm

@NuTrix that is interesting. I may try this on the inner elbow too. I usually go for hands and wrists
to try and really get them out there.
@ Beautiful Enigma- wow. Love the Bath and Body Works story! That was similar to my grocery
store incident except mine took me by surprise. Talk about customer service.
NuTrix - May 24, 2015, 1:32 pm

(05-23-2015 11:48 AM)Honeycake Wrote: &nbsp;@NuTrix that is interesting. I may try this on the
inner elbow too. I usually go for hands and wrists to try and really get them out there.
I started using the inner elbow recently only because I thought it might be warmer to help with
diffusion. I've gotten in the habit now of taking it from inner elbow to wrist - 1 drop goes a LONG
way!
-----------------------------------------------------------05/23
Toned it back a bit
2 drops, inner elbows
Environment: General shopping and then appt. at salon. It's a new place I've been going recently so
they do not know me as a regular yet.

Shopping: At the store I just wanted to pop in and look for some hair products and makeup,
browsing really to eat some time before going to my appt. One of the women (Black - OMG she was
beautiful! Really short, perfectly cut hair - amazing smile! 20s - maybe I was the hit?!lol) saw me
browsing and came out from behind the counter to me and took time to explain all the deals they
had going on for their makeup and insisted I let her know if I needed any help with anything. They
are also paid to do that so hit or no? There was a lot of eye contact and smiles, but that may have
just been me drinking her in...
I DID find some hair color that's supposed to be non-damaging that looks like a GORGEOUS purple
that I picked up to try. Since going organic I MISS my rainbow hair colors. Normally I just pass by
these things so maybe my selfies were kicking in and looking for something fun?
The woman at the register (White, 50s) was very sweet and talked me into a store membership - I
swear yesterday was the day for giving into happy selfies for me! But I did wind up getting discounts
and she was kind of flustered, kind of fawning and generally just very sweet ^_^
At the salon: Was welcomed right away by the girl at the front desk as I came in the door (20s,
Spanish maybe? I think a mix of Spanish/Asian? Another beautiful girl! hehe - I digress...) took my
name and walked me to the waiting area - tea? Coffee? Wine? - It was 11:30 am a little early for
wine...When it was time for my appt. Oh my. My girl is ALWAYS wonderful, which is why I've gone
back several times now, but she had on her booster shine yesterday LOL. (late 30s, early 40s?
Asian beauty - I have SUCH a soft spot for the ladies OMFG - I swear it was a SELFIE day!)
So a moment here to say that I was completely distracted and thinking naughty things ALL
MORNING AND AFTERNOON to the point of distraction....
Well, she's talking with me like we're BFFs, calling me "sister" and buttering me up with smiles and
compliments and cooing over me. The girl was working it
I almost want to say that yesterdays testing was a wash only because I was so distracted by my
own horndogism! But I think it's fair to say that it was definitely from the PW doing what it done did
so well. SO - Hooray for selfies days! ^_~
BeautifulEnigma - May 24, 2015, 8:59 pm

(05-23-2015 11:38 AM)Honeycake Wrote: &nbsp;Hi Beautiful Enigma,
Never seen you around before. Nice report. I haven't had a chance to wear it again... I will soon,
but I noticed that it does tend to make people pay you more attention - if you will.
I am trying to figure out if this is more social or social-sexual. As you stated in your report that
women tend to be attentive to you as well.
I always wonder what people are thinking though when they look at you like that...I am always
hoping it something nice because it can be unnerving. Especially if you are being nice/friendly and
they are still staring.
Hi Honeycake! I'm still new to the forum and finding my way around the wonderful world of mones.
Lol so far though ive been seeing results. Omg I wonder too! But then again, I typically get some
people looking when I lift at the gym.. maybe cause Im very petite and look much younger than my
age. Haha I do agree thag it's social..kinda hoping there's also a sexual bit to it. Lol anyway. I
haven't worn of again in a few days but will report back once I do again.
BeautifulEnigma - May 25, 2015, 1:07 am

(05-23-2015 11:48 AM)Honeycake Wrote: &nbsp;@NuTrix that is interesting. I may try this on the
inner elbow too. I usually go for hands and wrists to try and really get them out there.
@ Beautiful Enigma- wow. Love the Bath and Body Works story! That was similar to my grocery
store incident except mine took me by surprise. Talk about customer service.
Honeycake, I know! Now i know what to wear when I need good customer service!

NuTrix - May 27, 2015, 2:00 pm

Will be wearing this today. It is SOOOOO hard to wear this solo I want to use it like LP Like A
Magnet!, which is also A-nol and cops, - that might me an interesting comparison now that I think of
it....putting that on the side burner for now
Will be wearing 3 drops, inner elbows.
Possible skews 1. Scheduled a couple's massage today - will the body oils befuddle PW? I will take the bottle along
with me today in case I need to re-apply post massage 2. Will the choice of phero blend hubby's bound to wear skew results? I will post later what he wore
and note anything out of the ordinary that I think his blend causes - his norm is usually Wanted Man
or Heart Throb, both from LP - so either of these along with PW could completely change the
atmosphere of our message
Environments for today: Salon, out for late lunch/early dinner at YUMMY Cantonese place, out for
drinks and hopefully home for "play time".
Will report back later!
AlternativeGirl - May 27, 2015, 2:39 pm

I wore Primal Women Friday & Saturday.
I have come to the conclusion that I am having a hard time determining doses with this product.
The first time I dabbed this product on the back of my hand I got an amount that spread out to about
the size of a quarter or half dollar. But, other times when I dab it on the back of my hand the amount
I get is smaller. So, I am not able to really test the product super diligently by starting with one
specific amount and gradually testing larger doses. That is not to say that the product does not rock,
because it totally does rock despite my issues with doses.
But Friday I was trying to apply on the fly, and since I was going to be outside at a farmers market
on the beach where it was breezy I wanted to do three dabs and I wanted that to equal three times
the amount in one dab. I dabbed three times, but in retrospect the amount I wore was less than what
I reported as being "one dab" the other day. As a result, results were rather inconclusive.
Saturday I was seated at a sushi restaurant downtown midway through a veggie bento box and a
second pint when I went to do three dabs to the back of my hand. Again the three dabs came out as
little half-drops. I wore that application and got some self-effects but not much of a pronounced
difference. Later I went to add one more dab, and the amount I ended up getting with that one dab
was much greater than the amount I got with one dab on other occasions. This one was almost too
much. The effects were very upbeat. My husband and I were talking and flirting and making out in
the grocery store and having an absolutely fantastic time. The fun continued when we got home. I
have nothing but good things to say for the effects, but they were very pronounced after the last
application. I was sure to wash off the application part way through the night. I will try to get this
dosing thing down, and provide better reports. But I am thinking after one or two more test runs I will
definitely want to read other reports and see what is working for other ladies.
NuTrix - May 28, 2015, 2:43 pm

Update from above post: 05/27
He wore Wanted Man in the Voracious cologne. ZOMGAWD he smelled good...
1. Salon, massage: Greeted by Asian man (40-50s?) Very pleasant, big smiles, offered us drinks water? Tea? Wine? Were we hungry? Did we want something to eat? Lots of eye contact too, then
he handed us off to our masseuses, 2 very attractive ladies (late 20s early 30s? 1 White, 1
Black-Hispanic/Asian mix?) I don't know what to say - an hour massage is fantastic all on its own

and there wasn't a lot of talking - just a lot of wonderful, feel good and relaxing. Before and after the
massage though they were very attentive and professional. Saw us to our room, brought us drinks
asked us for any special instructions. I was complimented on my dress by the mixed girl, she kept
giving me "big eyes" - and beautiful dark brown eyes they were....After the massage they again
fawned, did we need anything to drink, was there anything else they could do for us before we left?
The girl who takes care of my nails came out of nowhere and was all questions - did we have a nice
time - did they take good care of us - was there anything she could get us? We got very good VIP
treatment
2. Cantonese restaurant: It was a little embarrassing, but truly funny - our server (Asian, late 20s?)
blank stared at me I mean straight up stared. At one point early on he asked if we wanted chop
sticks and without taking his eyes from mine the whole time he pulled them from his waist pouch and
almost slapped them down on the table in front of my husband and then just kept standing
there...starring. When he came to himself he seemed kind of startled and kind of jumped and then
left the table to go put in our order. Man Beast and I just looked at each other and laughed I
sometimes almost think this isn't fair....We were tag teamed by other servers after that, but that was
an incredibly blatant hit if ever I saw one.
Later Man Beast and I went out and about car browsing. The 1st stop the sales man was attentive,
though seemed to be fighting being nervous (White, 20s-30s?) but was very helpful without being
pushy. 2nd stop was great too, sale man (also white, 20s-30s) not pushy, just available to answer
questions. 3rd stop GADS! Young graduate car sales man? WILL sell you a car whether you
want/need one or not (Black 20s? I actually think not even -late teens, good looking young man, but
doing everything all wrong, lol) I DID get Deer in the headlights from him and think between his new
sales man enthusiasm, and my phero bomb, he was WAY overboard - but God love him, we
managed to escape with brochures and his card Man Beast was getting irritated because he was
pouring it on so thick and so blatantly, I just continued to smile and be polite but firm in my "no, but
thank you's" - literally right up to stepping into our vehicle to leave - I don't think very young men
know what to do with this phero blend - so early college or high schoolers be aware...
Then we decided to head home instead of out for drinks - MB needs down time after too many
interactions with people, lol - drinks at home instead. It was a nice cuddle night. Groping initiated by
him...which was reciprocated by me...which - of course - lead to everything else
Yes. For a "simple" little combo of a-nol and cops, this is a fun little brew indeed.
greengrenade - May 28, 2015, 3:32 pm

How did your beast man affect the masseuses? Any blatant or subtle hits you may have noticed that
he received? Or they kept it to themselves?
AlternativeGirl - May 28, 2015, 9:56 pm

I wore PW again today. I think I got 3 drops. I dabbed a couple of times without getting much of a
molecule. But, after diligently dabbing a few more times and closely observing the results, I think I
got 3 drops. I'm about to give up on dosing, put on a sexy dress and just bathe myself in this blend
the next time I test it!
For this experiment, I went extra frumpy... because a girl who is dolled up is going to get attention
any way. So I did no make-up, yoga pants and a top that isn't anything special, and I went and ran
some errands.. just to see if I'd get hits...
Self effects... I felt upbeat, a receptive and outgoing. I was smiling more and more engaging when
interacting with people. I was more open and communicative and talkative and verbose and
boisterous... you get the picture

Effects on others... People in general were nice, but nothing hugely pronounced. I feel like the three
small drops I got were a bit meager.
But next time I test this, I'm going to pherobomb the shit out of it!
Husband comes home soon, so if anything noteworthy comes of this application, I'll post about it
tomorrow.
NuTrix - May 29, 2015, 1:26 am

(05-28-2015 10:32 AM)greengrenade Wrote: &nbsp;How did your beast man affect the
masseuses? Any blatant or subtle hits you may have noticed that he received? Or they kept it to
themselves?
They are the only 2 girls currently employed there and I know they have plenty of clients but this is
the first time I brought my guy there and there was definitely an element of - what? - almost
giddiness? The girl who was mixed kept making eye contact with him and then lowering her eyes.
She was very expressive and emphatic about how if they were applying too much pressure or not
enough or...or...With lots of hand motions. I believe she was the most noticeably effected by WM of
the 2 - hehe - she's also the one who took care of him. She was complimentary to me and had no
trouble holding eye contact and flashing that beautiful smile for me. There was very little
conversation after the session began, mostly relaxation, lol. He said they had very little talk and that
he'd actually fallen asleep while she was working a couple of times. He did tell me there was a point
when he was feeling a bit overheated and asked for a layer of the covers to be removed, which
seemed to fluster her - he wasn't completely naked and he still had a sheet over him and she was
already working on him AND I was there in the room too soooooo??? Teheeee...it probably didn't
help that he works out an isn't hard on the eyes...
So I would say the white girl kept things to herself fairly well but the other girl had tell-tale signs that
were more obvious. They were both in the same room for an hour - but she was the one who had
her hands all over him and was in the closest proximity. I know how his big arms and firm round ass
effect me, so it hardly seems fair to blame it all on WM...but I'm sure it helped
If she is the type to be effected positively by copulins, then I'm sure it was a double whammy with
me wearing the PW.
Honeycake - May 29, 2015, 10:06 pm

Oh my Goodness Nu Trix! The unbroken eye contact thing! That has been my experience too.
Bwhahaha! Wow.
BeautifulEnigma- I know right? Can't wait to read more of your reports.
Honeycake - May 29, 2015, 10:31 pm

5/28/15
So it was warm, about low 80s and overcast. I wore two drops. Not the smudge, I decided to try
the NuTrix drops- not too big though- to my inner arms. I was causally dressed in capri pants with a
button down dress shirt, and sandals. So there was no super dress up action going on.
This stuff was like Popularity Potion with a hint of what SS4W would have been like if it worked
properly for me. The good news is that it worked well on women that day and the other good news is
that I seems to give me an aura of glamour. And I love the aura of glamour.
I went to the vape shop. I was praying that the owner was not there that day bc I am crushing on
him hard. And I was dressed down with minimal makeup. I walked up to the door and his daughter
was there. She waved to me as I entered. She greeted me, remembering my name and guess who
hurls himself like a projectile from the back room?? Her dad. I was so anxious. He was staring at

me and and very loudly making small talk - like "I remember you, your name is x,yz, - so nice of you
to stop by". It had to be a hit he was so loud and enthusiastic.
Meanwhile, I was picking up a new clearomizer and his daughter was totally engrossed in helping
me. A man and a woman enter and the dad goes to help them. But he was talking/flirting with me
the whole time he was helping them. lol I tried hard to modify my facial expressions because, well I
am crushing on him, and his daughter was literally 2" away from me- like she was cupped to my
side, and I don't want my mindless goofy smile to give it away that I am totally thinking 'thoughts'
about your dad.
At my next stop I dropped off some items to a business. This stuff has throw. There were two guys
there one in his 20's to 30s and the other one was about 50 or 60ish. They were approaching my
car as I opened the door and as soon as I stood up - not completely out of the car- they got hit.
They were maybe 14-16 feet away. The closer they got the bigger the smiles became. They took
the items from me and wished me a great day. I was like wow.
Then I went to the post office to mail some items. The clerk (40ish) was soo chatty. She actually
explained the benefits of tracking with post office versus the downsides of tracking with other
companies. She was quite jovial. engaging, and in high spirits.
Then I went to go buy some bubble gum. I am kind of turning into a bubble gum fanatic. I need to
buy stock in bubble gum. At any rate. I got hits all over the store. People were smiling, speaking,
trying to talk to me. After I checked out a guy who was wrangling the shopping carts, maybe 40 ish
and standing about 15 feet away- took the time out of his busy day to tell me how beautiful he
thought I was.
Now that is a winner for me. I love the glamour and beauty hits. I am vain I guess, whatevs. But I
may have to wear this when I attend a social networking event later next month.
So now I will have to decide between mojo pro or this. But I will test this one again. If I get another
beauty hit then I will definitely keep this one in my arsenal.
So far, I think this is definitely social. It makes people want to get to know you. It makes them feel
comfortable with you. It puts them in good spirits. I think there may be something alpha in this
because it makes people want to please you so to speak, but they don't want to test you - in that
extreme alpha way. Then there is the possibility that this could have a beautifier in it.
NuTrix - May 30, 2015, 12:06 pm

YAY for drops over dabs!
Yes! Yes! More testing indeed!
halo0073 - May 30, 2015, 12:47 pm

NuTrix have you compared this to Like A Magnet yet?
NuTrix - June 1, 2015, 12:01 pm

(05-30-2015 7:47 AM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;NuTrix have you compared this to Like A Magnet
yet?
I'm going to wear the LP Buttercream Peach this morning and see what comes of it
I can't help but wonder, with all my phero use and mixing and matching and using the "more
complex" blends - if in the process of exploration - I've forgotten the effectiveness of the "simpler"
combos. If PW is supposed to be only a-nol and cops, then I'd sort of forgotten how effective a-nol

is. It's an addition to just about everything and I have a pretty decent tolerance to it, but it's obvious
when it hits someone else. Although I admit I like the freight train like hits that comes with more
tweaking...
I haven't experienced the uncontrolled blathering that can sometimes accompany the a-nol heavier
blends yet. Another plus for sure. Anyone else have uncontrolled conversations with anyone?
Where it seemed like one they started talking they just couldn't seem to stop? I used to get that with
AD's Glace a lot...
Be back soon...
BeautifulEnigma - June 1, 2015, 5:35 pm

(06-01-2015 7:01 AM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp;I'm going to wear the Love Potion Buttercream Peach
this morning and see what comes of it
I can't help but wonder, with all my phero use and mixing and matching and using the "more
complex" blends - if in the process of exploration - I've forgotten the effectiveness of the "simpler"
combos. If PW is supposed to be only a-nol and cops, then I'd sort of forgotten how effective a-nol
is. It's an addition to just about everything and I have a pretty decent tolerance to it, but it's obvious
when it hits someone else. Although I admit I like the freight train like hits that comes with more
tweaking...
I haven't experienced the uncontrolled blathering that can sometimes accompany the a-nol heavier
blends yet. Another plus for sure. Anyone else have uncontrolled conversations with anyone?
Where it seemed like one they started talking they just couldn't seem to stop? I used to get that with
AD's Glace a lot...
Be back soon...
I got the uncontrolled blabbing the first time I used it as a self effect and on others! Everyone,
including the professor, seemed to be extremely engaged.
BeautifulEnigma - June 1, 2015, 11:05 pm

6/1
Dose and app points: 1 drop spread between wrists and both sides of my neck.
Setting: morning class
Other confounding factors: had trouble sleeping the night before, woke up later than my target time,
running on 4 hours of sleep
So I was feeling more tired than usual this morning, probably due to several life factors (grad
school, GF, family, etc), I was debating whether to use this stuff today, but realized I was off of it for
a good week testing other stuff solo and decided I need to pay my dues
I showed up to class, and I was of course one of the few people who got there early. As I arrived,
two female classmates were talking about the class and some supplies we'd need to bring. When I
got there I was quickly assimilated into the conversation, and I noticed that the girl sitting further
away (Latina) from me was making more eye contact with me than our other classmate whom she
was speaking with before my arrival. This was the same girl from a couple of weeks ago who
opened me and started asking me questions about the class. Weird thing was I was getting a vibe
that she was really pleased and flattered that I was talking to her--all smiles, eyes wide open and
enthusiastic with a mix of shyness. I know i shouldn't have been letting my mind wander towards
possibilities but I guess I just naturally have a higher...should i say drive..? Than a lot of girls I know.
Pretty sure wearing some coPs on me didn't help in attenuating my mind's tendency to be in the

gutter lol.
Anyway I wasn't as chatty today since I've been exhausted from waking up, but I still felt that people
were still interested in interacting with me. Teacher was again making eye contact with me (I'm
starting to wonder if this is just his baseline and I tend to give off the knowledgeable student vibe
even without mones) during lecture. Anyway, I noticed today that during lecture, the professor was
all about sharing his life experiences with us, and all the girls and guys around me were laughing.
While thus was going on, I sensed the Latina girl from earlier glancing at me when everyone was
laughing at the teacher 's goals. I also somehow saw it subtly in my peripheral vision. I was
wondering if i was imagining this, as I felt a bit friskier today compared to my most recent baseline.
Towards the end of the class, the teacher had us do redemonstrations in front of the class with a
partner. I thought maybe I should partner up with the Latina chick even though my friend (old hs
classmate) was sitting right next to me. Note that the Latina girl was sitting 2 column away from me.
I decide I'll just partner up with my friend so she doesn't get butt hurt. I had already brushed off the
idea when the girl sitting behind me taps me on my shoulders and said that the Latina girl was
asking to partner up with me *gulp*. Good thing my friend decided to partner up with someone else
too so i didnt feel as bad. Anyway, girls coming up/on to me have happened several times before
without mones, but they were isolated incidences where I was either alone with the girl or at a
club/bar. Obviously these were way more blatant than this incident (by blatant, meaning two
seemingly straight girls coming up to me in front of my friends asking me to dance with them for
example, considering I look and behave feminine.) But for a classroom environment, I'd consider
this a hit, but we shall see. I'm in no way planning on straying ftom my relationship, but I do
appreciate a little of an incentive to keep going to typical mundane activities. Haha it's possible that
it's in my mind since I've been in a friskier mood lately, or it might actually be a hit. But one thing
that's for sure is i know what's been going on in my head, and it may very well be caused by PW as
well. We shall see!
More fun testing coming soon!
NuTrix - June 3, 2015, 2:14 pm

(06-01-2015 12:35 PM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;I got the uncontrolled blabbing the first time I
used it as a self effect and on others! Everyone, including the professor, seemed to be extremely
engaged.
AH-HA! Ok. It could be my tolerance to a-nol or that I wasn't around others long enough to get the
effect...hmm...good to know
(06-01-2015 6:05 PM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;I know i shouldn't have been letting my mind
wander towards possibilities but I guess I just naturally have a higher...should i say drive..? Than a
lot of girls I know. Pretty sure wearing some coPs on me didn't help in attenuating my mind's
tendency to be in the gutter lol.
Don't feel bad, you're not alone, although there do seem to be too precious few of us, damn it!
And I happen to quite like my gutter...and it seems people are only too happy to join me here - even
though they feign innocence to spending time there without instigation HAHAHA!
-------------------------------------------------So I gave Like A Magnet! a test drive solo - and while I smelled fabulous without needing a cover
scent, as this particular "model" comes in the Buttercream Peach fragrance - it seemed to hit
similarly.
Used 2 drops measure from a pipette - which is larger than the standard from the euro on the PW approximately the equivalent of the 3 drops I've been using of PW.
Inner elbows and torso.

Environments: Home, Appointment at Drs and work
Targets: Man Beast, Receptionists & Dr and random co-workers
Effects MB as expected - Affectionate and handsy...hehe...
Women - interestingly on both counts of Like A Magnet! and PW - are NOT put off by the cops in
these. I have not had a negative reaction to either and I KNOW Like A Magnet! is touted to be a cop
BOMB. They are all smiles and eye contact and - for Monday's particular experiment - zealous to
help or have chit-chat.
Men seem, er, intent LOL When we're speaking at work about work, they go very intent (this goes
for the Dr too). Eye contact, paying attention to every word, very polite and conversational. When
not talking about work they are smiles and playful.
While at lunch at work, something came on the news that sent everyone rolling in laughter and
straight to that gutter, afore mentioned above Also Monday I had a couple of the "rambling
conversations" that I mentioned hadn't really happened yet with PW, but I was only too happy myself
to ramble, so maybe that was part of it. I also had an interaction with a guy who it seems is crushing
on me. He has trouble focusing on what he wants to say to me and keeps staring at me in the
middle of conversation...will have to be careful around this one Holding eye contact seems to shut
him down - that's when he stops talking and stares, like he forgot he was in a conversation...
It depends on the target as to intensity - but over all they do hit similarly.
halo0073 - June 3, 2015, 6:37 pm

So I got my bottle today. Thanks Mark! The first thing that catches my attention is the description on
the bottle. It says androstenol and copulins. Is that correct? I had gotten the impression from reading
these reviews that this was alpha androstenol. Big difference if it's a combined androstenol. In any
case I got an immediate mood lift when I put it on. I wasn't really expecting selfies because I'm fairly
immune to Alpha Androstenol after all of these years. Then again I haven't used it much lately. I'll be
testing just for selfies until this evening when BF gets home.
AlternativeGirl - June 3, 2015, 8:07 pm

I think I've gotten the dosing thing down. I have to very deliberately dab the bottle and watch to be
sure that it applies the drop, so I'm thinking I was just doing it wrong. I applied six drops on Monday
at about 11.
This stuff in alpha androstenol for sure. I felt upbeat and positive.
My interactions during the first part of the day were with 2 gay men whom I already get along with
well. So, our talking quite a while was not unusual. The conversation was very upbeat and I found
myself being open with them about work stuff more than I usually am. As I was leaving they gave
me a gift which was spontaneous, unexpected and super sweet
BeautifulEnigma - June 3, 2015, 10:04 pm

(06-03-2015 9:14 AM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp;AH-HA! Ok. It could be my tolerance to a-nol or that I
wasn't around others long enough to get the effect...hmm...good to know
(06-01-2015 6:05 PM)BeautifulEnigma Wrote: &nbsp;I know i shouldn't have been letting my mind
wander towards possibilities but I guess I just naturally have a higher...should i say drive..? Than a
lot of girls I know. Pretty sure wearing some coPs on me didn't help in attenuating my mind's
tendency to be in the gutter lol.
Don't feel bad, you're not alone, although there do seem to be too precious few of us, damn it!
And I happen to quite like my gutter...and it seems people are only too happy to join me here - even
though they feign innocence to spending time there without instigation HAHAHA!
--------------------------------------------------

So I gave Like A Magnet! a test drive solo - and while I smelled fabulous without needing a cover
scent, as this particular "model" comes in the Buttercream Peach fragrance - it seemed to hit
similarly.
Used 2 drops measure from a pipette - which is larger than the standard from the euro on the PW approximately the equivalent of the 3 drops I've been using of PW.
Inner elbows and torso.
Environments: Home, Appointment at Drs and work
Targets: Man Beast, Receptionists & Dr and random co-workers
Effects MB as expected - Affectionate and handsy...hehe...
Women - interestingly on both counts of Like A Magnet! and PW - are NOT put off by the cops in
these. I have not had a negative reaction to either and I KNOW Like A Magnet! is touted to be a cop
BOMB. They are all smiles and eye contact and - for Monday's particular experiment - zealous to
help or have chit-chat.
Men seem, er, intent LOL When we're speaking at work about work, they go very intent (this goes
for the Dr too). Eye contact, paying attention to every word, very polite and conversational. When
not talking about work they are smiles and playful.
While at lunch at work, something came on the news that sent everyone rolling in laughter and
straight to that gutter, afore mentioned above Also Monday I had a couple of the "rambling
conversations" that I mentioned hadn't really happened yet with PW, but I was only too happy myself
to ramble, so maybe that was part of it. I also had an interaction with a guy who it seems is crushing
on me. He has trouble focusing on what he wants to say to me and keeps staring at me in the
middle of conversation...will have to be careful around this one Holding eye contact seems to shut
him down - that's when he stops talking and stares, like he forgot he was in a conversation...
It depends on the target as to intensity - but over all they do hit similarly.
Oooo I've never tried Like a Magnet, but all this talk is steering my curiosity a bit. I am definitely
finding that I get big time selfies to mones, which makes sense since I am pretty sensitive to
substances especially on initial exposures. I catch myself talking a lot and being a bit on the hyper
side with PW. lol Happy and bubbly is my baseline, but for those moments when I'm feeling a bit
under the bus, this is definitely a good thing cause I like being happy and bubbly. I 'm super
sensitive to Coffee, alcohol..you name it! I guess I'd be a cheap date. Ha! Except I do eat like an
obese man So yep, the selfies may be a bit pronounced for me.
halo0073 - June 3, 2015, 11:32 pm

Hot damn I just ODed! It's been awhile since I wore any non LPs. I have such a high tolerance to
those it just never occurs to be to go light anymore. I put a few more drops on when BF got home.
Started feeling pukey while cooking dinner and then shaky. Realized what I had done. So I have
washed it all off and I'm chugging water. I'll lay off testing for about 24 hours to give my
neurotransmitters a rest. I'm going to be in a social setting tomorrow night so I'll be back then. This
stuff is potent! That much I can vouch for. Lol
BeautifulEnigma - June 4, 2015, 12:16 am

(06-03-2015 6:32 PM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;Hot damn I just ODed! It's been awhile since I wore
any non LPs. I have such a high tolerance to those it just never occurs to be to go light anymore. I
put a few more drops on when BF got home. Started feeling pukey while cooking dinner and then
shaky. Realized what I had done. So I have washed it all off and I'm chugging water. I'll lay off
testing for about 24 hours to give my neurotransmitters a rest. I'm going to be in a social setting
tomorrow night so I'll be back then. This stuff is potent! That much I can vouch for. Lol
Hi Halo! PT newbie here. How many drops did you apply and where?
NuTrix - June 4, 2015, 3:57 pm

Halo - OH NO! But I know where you're coming from. I forget that other products may be heavier

and forget to use a lighter hand when I switch sometimes too
How much did you apply each time and how many hours apart?
The most I've done in a day was 3 drops in the a.m. and the about 8-10 hours later another drop or
2 IF necessary. I used 4 drops once by accident and was immediately hit by the androstenol - which
almost never happens anymore! - and which I had assumed is a-nol by how it acts on me and others
- so I know I've slanted my reviews that way
halo0073 - June 4, 2015, 6:53 pm

I put on 2 drops when I got it at 1:30pm then reapplied around 5:30 when BF got home. I put on
several dabs from the euro dropper and then thought well that's not going to be enough and applied
more. Probably 2 more drops. Took about an hour to start feeling shitty. I really dislike euro droppers
because it's really hard to estimate dosage with the weird little dabs that come out. I like precision
and it's really impossible to expect that with a euro dropper. I'll put on a few drops this evening. I'm
going to BF's softball game later. I have several friends that I usually sit with in the stands not to
mention all the burly sweaty players. It's a great place to test.
NuTrix - June 7, 2015, 12:27 pm

(06-04-2015 1:53 PM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;I really dislike euro droppers because it's really hard
to estimate dosage with the weird little dabs that come out. I like precision and it's really impossible
to expect that with a euro dropper. I'll put on a few drops this evening. I'm going to BF's softball
game later. I have several friends that I usually sit with in the stands not to mention all the burly
sweaty players. It's a great place to test.
I've had good luck with the euro droppers. I didn't at first but now I only ever full tilt them,
completely upside down. Anytime I've tried to do any differently, things have gone awry. There is no
inconspicuous way for me to apply them this way. It's usually at home, or in a restroom, because
standing with an upside down bottle at eye level waiting for the drop to fall out is really hard to miss
publically LOL. Dabbing was always impossible for me to figure a proper dose
How did softball go?!!!
halo0073 - June 7, 2015, 3:40 pm

Softball went great. I really feel that this is the combined molecule androstenol. I know from working
for LP that when a molecule is listed this way it means it contains both the alpha and beta
properties, just not separated. I don't get huge selfies from Alpha Androstenol but I do from Beta
Androstenol. I spill my guts like a drunk girl in confession. Which is exactly what I did at softball. I
mean I was telling personal details of players that I'm friends with lives. The person I told is the
girlfriend of another player. I've known him for like 7 years but she is new to me this year. I'm great
at keeping secrets so I know this was all Primal. My favorite guy on the team came up to say hi and
ended up chatting with me for about 15 minutes which cost him his warmup time. He told me all
kinds of dirt on the pitcher which was pretty surprising since they are usually pretty tight lipped about
teammates so I really feel like this was a Beta Androstenol effect. The cops sure didn't hurt either.
BF hurt himself warming up so he played like shit. He spent a lot of time sitting on the bench with
me. Seemed to be in a very good mood for being hurt. I was pretty upbeat too. Definitely some
Alpha Androstenol effects in there too. Definitely a fun blend.
NuTrix - June 8, 2015, 1:07 pm

(06-07-2015 10:40 AM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;I really feel that this is the combined molecule
androstenol. I know from working for Love Potion that when a molecule is listed this way it means it
contains both the alpha and beta properties, just not separated. I don't get huge selfies from Alpha
Androstenol but I do from Beta Androstenol.
So maybe this is the "something" that keeps throwing me off with this blend? I'm expecting a

regular a-nol/cop reaction, and I DO get that but it doesn't seem like it's just that. But the other
"something" is so subtle...I'm self effected by b-nol too but I'm not sure that I've noticed that desire to
divulge info in my interactions myself. But it has been behaving differently, even if it's just ever so,
than what I've expected from just a-nol and cops...hmm...that could explain the chit-chat that isn't as
rambling as that of the Like A Magnet! the day that I wore it. B-nol can curb the uncontrolled
blathering to keep the conversation relevant, but I didn't note the spilling of secrets... Curious. I will
be more mindful about this possibility from here on Maybe this is what's taming the normal/usual
manic that can happen - that I've been expecting to happen? Like at the lunch table the day I wore
Like A Magnet!? Where everyone just was busting up and being completely silly
NuTrix - June 12, 2015, 12:03 pm

Ok...
06/10
Environment: Home, Work
At home, I got "lucky" before leaving for work hehe. No complaints there...All by itself, it makes MB
very handsy and I get the sexy eyes and the compliments in the form of dirty talk ^_^
At work I was surprised by a couple interactions with one of the guys. He's usually distant and
sarcastic funny, and he still was, lol, but he did something out of character for him. Human contact
HAHAHA! He was explaining one of his normal silly rants and actually put an arm over my shoulder
to bring me in, like if we were closer, he could help me understand how important it was for me to
understand him It was all perfectly silly and innocent, but also WAY out of the ordinary for "Mr.
Arm's length".
I was trying to keep an eye out for b-nol behavior but all I can say is that the a-nol behavior just
isn't as crazy as, say, LP Woozy Floozy's or XS's Odyssey's absolutely manic happy. It really is
wearing very nicely solo and I'm loving the oil base A LOT.
Honeycake - June 12, 2015, 8:13 pm

6/11/15
I wore this and tested for a full day for the first time. I applied 2 drops to the tops of my hands and
smudged it all around wrists. I dressed up a bit because I was going out networking-testing the
waters drumming up interest. I had a stack of business cards and flyers. Out of 15 businesses that I
spoke with only 2 told me no. Everyone else said yes and asked me for more information. I probably
gave out 100 business cards yesterday. People were asking me for business cards that I wasn't
even talking to. They just overheard and wanted to know more. I had so many hits I will try hard to
remember them all. My first hits were super hard and heavy. This was like a door -opener
introduction for me. I really had little work to do, but show up and people were so happy to see me
that they kind filled in the rest for me.
1. business - women late 20's to 30's super excited to speak with me and we had a long convo
2. business - male 30-40 called me beautiful and even told me to leave some cards laying around
his front office
3. front office with a group of women aged 20-30s - owner was not there, but they were so nice and
friendly to me - one kept saying hello to me over and over and smiling- they took my info and
encouraged me to advertise within their business as well.
4 & 5 - women in their 40s- very nice and wanted to know more
And this went on and on. I had hits in between my hits of men opening doors for me. Calling me
beautiful (and I love that shit!) and women acting quite a bit star struck. Women speaking to me and
striking up random conversations.
I have never had any self effects with this though.

Like I said before I think this mix really makes people want to talk to you, think you are awesome,
they are just really receptive to what you are saying. I think this is a really great feel good social
mix.
The only thing that I noticed was that as the day went on the power kind of waned. At about the 4
hour mark the hits were less intense and less frequent. Whereas earlier I had a theme song playing
every where I walked.
I am not sure how to get the hard hits to last longer. If I could - this mix would be awesome!
I can't believe that this is just cops and Alpha Androstenol though. I can ghost with a nol really
easily. And I have very few mixes of cops that I can wear that dont make men and women go
insane and not in a good way. If it is just those two Pheromones - I take my hat off to the mixologist
because with this I can have both men and women eating out of the palm of my hand.
halo0073 - June 19, 2015, 10:31 pm

Sorry I haven't been testing this as much as I would have liked to this past week. I had a death in
the family with accompanying road trip and funeral and all that stuff. Also ended up in the hospital
during road trip so I don't like testing while under the weather. However I did test it one day which
was the day that we all drove back home. I also put some (2 small drops) on my mom who rode with
my sister. I told my mom it was a happy pheromone and that's all I told her.

My mom reported that she and my sister were both in the best mood that they had been in for a
week. That seems like it would be a duh moment since they were leaving behind a week's worth of
deathbed moments and a very tense atmosphere at my grandparents' house. However... they are
both extremely nervous drivers and passengers on road trips. Added to that was the fact that the
first two hours of our drive home was in a podunk area with no cell reception. That stresses my
mom out a lot. She depends on her phone for entertainment as well as for navigation. So she
reported that they both felt light hearted and laughed a lot and chatted a lot. My mom said that my
sister eventually told her to shut up about one topic that she was getting too deep into. I believe that
was the Beta Androstenol part of the androstenol molecule.

As for our van, it was myself and my dad (my stepdad really but I just call him my dad) with the kids
in the back. I don't generally test around my kids but that being said they have been around me with
every possible phero signature and always are unaffected. This was no different. I wore 2 drops and
some small dabs that probably all together added up to about three drops. At this point in the trip we
had spent three days of lots of driving time. Endless driving time it seemed. This trip home though
was totally different. While on the trip there and the second day of driving to another part of the state
for the actual burial my dad and I had been pretty quiet. So I had no service on my phone, my
charger all the sudden decided it didn't work, and my dad took a wrong exit in a major city that cost
us an hour of extra driving time. Oh and the power steering in my van went out too. Despite all of
that...we had the best time! We didn't stress out over the detour. We were just both like fuck it we
have been here, we will figure it out (it had been ten years for me and twenty for him, so we really
should have been stressed out). Also it was pouring down rain. But we both just chatted our asses
off. We talked about global warming, making pot legal, drug cartels and terrorism, synthetic drugs
that are scary as shit, Monsanto, FIFA. LOL All fairly heavy subjects but we were cracking up. When
your dad tells you stories about Viet Nam and doing acid the day after his best friend's leg was
blown off and you're laughing and bonding, that's a good phero ride. Of course the cops didn't
matter because he's my dad but the androstenol was a lot of fun. I wish I had worn it the first two
days of our trip. Could have probably made it more bearable. But I didn't feel right testing in those
circumstances. I am back home now though and will be testing more in regular settings.

NuTrix - June 20, 2015, 11:19 am

So sorry for all the upheaval Halo A death, a hospital visit - SHEESH!
I'm happy for you and your family that, at the very least, the trip home was more uplifting and that
you will have happy memories from that part of the journey.

Maybe this is what I need - a captive audience - trapped in a room with me, or a car, - to see how
the androstenol plays after prolonged exposure...
kimosabe - June 20, 2015, 11:35 am

Deepest condolences to you and your family halo. Glad to see you're back and well.
mark-in-dallas - June 20, 2015, 12:13 pm

I'm sorry to hear of your loss Halo, but am glad that you were able to lighten the mood a little on the
trip home.
Honeycake - June 21, 2015, 11:04 pm

I do that too. I never knew any other way. I just turn it upside down and give it a little shake until one
drop comes out.
(06-07-2015 7:27 AM)NuTrix Wrote: &nbsp; I've had good luck with the euro droppers. I didn't at
first but now I only ever full tilt them, completely upside down. Anytime I've tried to do any
differently, things have gone awry. There is no inconspicuous way for me to apply them this way. It's
usually at home, or in a restroom, because standing with an upside down bottle at eye level waiting
for the drop to fall out is really hard to miss publically LOL. Dabbing was always impossible for me to
figure a proper dose
How did softball go?!!!
Honeycake - June 21, 2015, 11:10 pm

So sorry to hear about all that you are going through Halo. Keeping you and your family in my
thoughts.
Honeycake - June 21, 2015, 11:24 pm

6/20/15
I wore this yesterday. I was working with someone and I applied three dots. One to the top of each
hand and one to the center of my neck. I got hits, but they were so-so. They were nice, friendly etc.
I was working with someone closely and they seemed nice and talkative. It was superhot, in the 90s
and we were in close quarters. I started the day at around 8am.
Again everyone I was around was in a good mood. Women were very nice and almost flirty and
talkative. I went to buy lunch and the counter girl 20ish tried to talk me out of buying a huge special
(I needed enough food to feed everyone) and she was like that is really not a deal. Then the other
girl, same age. told me that I should buy something else as it was a better value. Then she told me
to call a number and give a good report for her and the other girl and they wrote their names down.
I remembered that this kind of wore off after a few hours so I decided to apply more. I usually don't
do this because someone told me that some of the Pheromones can evaporate and change the
signature. But I was playing around so I applied two extra dots anyway. This was around 4pm.
Cue cheesy -porno music. The person I was working with started talking about the times they were

homeless. Then they kept asking me how old I was and how pretty they thought I was. Then they
started talking about their relationship history. Then he started talking about his sexual history. This
is a guy 20 ish former military.
After working together I dropped him off and then I went to the store to try and find a last minute
fathers day gift. All of the women I came in contact with were super happy and cheerful and helpful.
I love that this doesn't upset other women.
Men...wow. Cue more porno music. Whenever I passed by a man in the store. He would speak to
me, leer, and mumble something sexual under his breath. I was shocked. Most men when I wear
cops get a reaction. Looks or they speak to me. or get in my space, but the responses were never
this overly sexual. This happened about 6 times. I was like wow- say what you really think and feel
then.
So I think this can be a social/sexual. It is a social sexual. If I wear about 5 drops then I get the
sexual hits, but it still keeps women goo goo eyed and pleasant. Fewer drops- like two and people
of both genders are happy and social.
AlternativeGirl - June 25, 2015, 5:58 pm

Wore 4 drops of PW on the backs of my hands yesterday. Applied mid-afternoon. Saw a client I
hadn't seen for a few weeks while I was taking time off. He was kind of shy at first... kind of like the
sandwich guy when I first tried this stuff out. But, as we talked more he was more open and talking
about fun stuff. When I went to leave he brought up something else he wanted to show me and we
ended up talking for a bit longer. It was a fun conversation- more fun than we typically have.
The self-effects are good. I feel more up-beat and out-going.
When I got home while later, my husband was more engaging then usual. He obviously wanted my
attention and then some Had an awesome romp, and then he was even trying to help in the kitchen
without my asking.
Honeycake - June 25, 2015, 10:02 pm

So like the guy I worked with when I wore primal woman told me that he was falling in love with me.
He told me that he spoke with his dad and needed to tell me that he loved me and wanted more.
Good for PW - bad for a working relationship.
NuTrix - June 27, 2015, 3:03 pm

(06-25-2015 5:02 PM)Honeycake Wrote: &nbsp;Good for PW - bad for a working relationship.

Sorry, couldn't help myself...Well? Is he relationship material or just trouble waiting to happen?
I like this as a "relationship" blend because of how nicely Man Beast is reacting to it - I think it will
get a lot of wear when we'll have time to spend together It's versatile enough that I've been wearing
it to work regularly too.
And with such a large bottle, and only 2-3 drops needed, this will last for quite some time!
Honeycake - June 27, 2015, 5:48 pm

No this dude is faaar from relationship material. Oh God no! Bwahahahaha! Hon I'd rather kill
myself.
Honeycake - September 3, 2015, 5:05 pm

8/29/15
I wore Primal to a wedding last Saturday. I think I ODd. I wore a pinup 1950's dress in yellow
gingham. Cream lace shawl, makeup etc. I kept putting it on. I put dots on my hands wrists and
neck. While I was circulating at the wedding, people were distant with me. Very deferential - not
warm. Maybe it was the occasion, but all of the "social" was gone from this phero. It was only after
I got home that people called and told everyone else - oh she looked so lovely, her makeup, her
hair, the dress etc. But when I was circulating and mingling they acted like they were afraid of me.
Maybe I ODd. ?
BeautifulEnigma - September 3, 2015, 6:15 pm

I wonder if it's the cops, honeycake? Or do you get that with too much anols?
Ekscentra - September 3, 2015, 6:19 pm

Did PW not have a good dose of Androstenone as well? I was thinking intimidation from the
Androstenone, more than anything. ODing on cops can have similar effects as well, but that's
generally more difficult with all but the most cops-heavy mixes out there.
BeautifulEnigma - September 3, 2015, 6:49 pm

(09-03-2015 1:19 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Did PW not have a good dose of Androstenone as
well? I was thinking intimidation from the Androstenone, more than anything. ODing on cops can
have similar effects as well, but that's generally more difficult with all but the most cops-heavy mixes
out there.
Am not sure if it does... the label said androstenol and copulins..but then again there might be some
undisclosed ingredient in there
kimosabe - September 4, 2015, 1:25 am

(09-03-2015 12:05 PM)Honeycake Wrote: &nbsp;8/29/15
I wore Primal to a wedding last Saturday. I think I ODd. I wore a pinup 1950's dress in yellow
gingham. Cream lace shawl, makeup etc. I kept putting it on. I put dots on my hands wrists and
neck. While I was circulating at the wedding, people were distant with me. Very deferential - not
warm. Maybe it was the occasion, but all of the "social" was gone from this phero. It was only after
I got home that people called and told everyone else - oh she looked so lovely, her makeup, her
hair, the dress etc. But when I was circulating and mingling they acted like they were afraid of me.
Maybe I ODd. ?
They were likely so in awe of you that they didn't know how to respond, and instead reacted by
staying distant. Combo-ing with a good social may be the key here to making this mone shine in
such situations.
Honeycake - September 4, 2015, 10:36 pm

Hey Beautiful! I am not sure. Both cops and Alpha Androstenol can be tricky for me. If I wear them
alone, I can always get hits, but in blends, sometimes they can go funny on me. There were several
LP cops-Alpha Androstenol blends that did not work for me at all like Lace, Cougar, Lumina etc. I
am still experimenting and trying to figure it all out.

Hi Ekscentra! I am not too familiar with Androstenone. I will have to look and see what it is and
what it does. If that is the case I may have to consider PW as a work/networking blend, but not
wear too much so as to intimidate peeps.
Honeycake - September 4, 2015, 10:45 pm

Thanks Kimosabe. I will keep that in mind.

BeautifulEnigma - September 4, 2015, 10:58 pm

(09-04-2015 5:36 PM)Honeycake Wrote: &nbsp;Hey Beautiful! I am not sure. Both cops and Alpha
Androstenol can be tricky for me. If I wear them alone, I can always get hits, but in blends,
sometimes they can go funny on me. There were several Love Potion cops-Alpha Androstenol
blends that did not work for me at all like Lace, Cougar, Lumina etc. I am still experimenting and
trying to figure it all out.

Hi Ekscentra! I am not too familiar with Androstenone. I will have to look and see what it is and
what it does. If that is the case I may have to consider PW as a work/networking blend, but not
wear too much so as to intimidate peeps.
I have yet to try LPMP products, but the more I read on how awesome their scents are the more
curious I get!
I'd like to chime in on androstenone, but Ekscentra will be better able to elaborate. It's a pheromone
primarily produced by men, and gives an alpha/dominant/aggressive/intimidating vibe. It can cause
arousal in women in the right doses. But too much androstenone with insufficient buffering can
easily cause OD and ghost the wearer, and even cause aggression from other men and irritation
from women. Also, depending on the woman's culture and age, it can also cause intimidation rather
than arousal/attraction in women.
Ekscentra - September 5, 2015, 3:44 am

If steered the right way (often with Androstenol), Androstenone can cause intimidation without
aggression, that sense of awe kimosabe described with an added intimidation. This is probably what
you experienced, rather than outright ghosting.
Honeycake - September 11, 2015, 5:58 am

Thanks Beautiful and Ekscentra! I didn't know that. No wonder then.

